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Collaboration

- All Dutch Universities
- Two big research institutes
- The Royal Library -> preservation
- Fontys College
Motivation behind DARE

• To “fight” the high prices of commercial journals

• To get better access to all results of publicly funded research
Collaboration DARE / structure

- Administrator
- Librarians
- Organization Managers IR’s
- Giro Sintornillos Technical chaps
- DARE&Co Communication experts

Relationships:
- Administrator connects with all other roles.
- Librarians connect with DARE&Co Communication experts.
- Giro Sintornillos Technical chaps connect with Administrator and Organization Managers IR’s.
- DARE&Co Communication experts connect with Librarians and Giro Sintornillos Technical chaps.
RESULTS of the DARE PROGRAM

1. 18 IR’s that are harvested every day
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RESULTS of the DARE PROGRAM

1. 18 repositories

2. http://www.darenet.nl
Cream of Science

- 15 Institutions
- 207 authors
- 40479 records
- 23853 full text
- 25% copyright obstructed, 15% only metadata available at the moment, 2% lost
Promise of Science

- Doctoral theses (doctorado)
- One entrance; 9000 theses
- Growing every day
RESULTS of the DARE PROGRAM (2)

1. 18 IR’s

2. http://www.darenet.nl
   • Cream of Science
   • Promise of Science
   • DARE 100,000

3. Specific Utrecht Projects (Igitur)
Specific Utrecht Projects DARE (Igitur)

DARE 100,000 (3 € per document)

• Cream of Science II (DARE 100,000)
• Lustrum Action (DARE 100,000)
Cream of Science II

- January 2006 – December 2006
- 25 professors
- Full publication lists
- More than 3000 documents
- 30% restricted, 70% Open Access
- € 3 per freely accessible document
Lustrum Action

- May: More than 2000 authors approached
- Publications from 2004 and 2005
- First Author
- June 8: 120 responses, more than (or only?) 400 documents received
- July: reminders
- August: upload documents
- September: results
Conclusion

- Techniques = \textbf{ok}
- Big or small projects / collaborations = \textbf{ok}
- Content = ?
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